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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING OF ANTARCTICA
W. R. Seelig

Office of Antarctic Programs

In August 1961 a "Plan for Topographic Mapping of Antarctica" was
produced by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in cooperation with
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). It outlined a six-year program for
the mapping of West Antarctica, using available aircraft and equipment,
and included a description of equipment that could be used to acquire
data for a 1:1,000,000 series of topographic maps in snow-covered,
"featureless" areas of West and East Antarctica.

The mapping requirements stated in the 1961 Plan are still objec-
tives and deserve repeating. They include:

A. A continental map at 1:5,000,000 scale (1 in.85 mi.) show-
ing topography at a detail commensurate with the scale, all areas of
relief depicted by relative elevations, the shoreline accurately posi-
tioned, and including ice shelves, major glaciers and other significant
ice features.

B. Maps covering the Continent at a scale of 1:1,000,000 (1 in.
16 mi.) showing in greater detail and with a smaller contour interval,
the shapes and details of the mountain ranges and their ice-free areas;
the delineation, direction and possible relief of large areas of cre-
vassing and boundaries of disturbed areas of ice; and additional de-
tail for such features as coastline and ice shelves.

C. Maps at 1:250,000 scale, (1 in4c4 mi.) with an appropriate
contour interval, covering the mountain ranges and certain areas of
the coastline.

D. Limited-area, special-purpose maps at scales larger than
1:250,000 covering such features as individual glaciers, parts of
dry valleys, ice-free mountainous areas, areas of crevassing, portions
of the edges of ice shelves, and areas of geological or biological im-
portance.

The production of accurate maps depends directly on the adequacy
of the aerial photographic coverage and field control. Antarctic
aerial photography is obtained by Air Development Squadron Six (vx-6),
assigned to the U.S. Navy's Task Force 113, in accordance with speci-
fications developed by the USGS at the request of NSF.
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While the speed and techniques of acquiring field control have out-
paced original expectations, the acquisition of aerial photography has
not been accomplished as planned, In November 1961, one of the LP-2J's
(Neptune) which had been used in the photographic program was lost in an
accident at Wilkes Station. The two remaining aircraft were employed
the remainder of that season and during the 1962-63 season, but did not
accomplish as much photography as in previous years when the areas flown
were closer to the operating stations. When budgetary considerations
necessitated the curtailment of some of the Naval Support Force Antarctica
activities in 1963, the LP_2Jts were removed from antarctic service.
Photographic capabilities were reduced to the part-time use of the per-
sonnel-carrying C-121 Constellation, an aircraft which also has problems
operating in the areas where mapping photography is required. The addi-
tion of a tn-camera installation in a C-130 for the 1964-65 season may
modify the rather poor equipment situation. However, this aircraft will
have logistic commitments and it will not be available on a full time
basis for photography.

Aerial photography acceptable for mapping during the past five sea-
Sons totals 324,500 square miles, or about half of the approximately
100,000 square miles originally programmed in West Antarctica. The
areas remaining to be photographed in most cases are located farther
from the existing stations, and will be more difficult to accomplish.
Also, certain of the areas designated in the plan as requiring photo-
graphy have been enlarged based on new information.

An annual breakdown of the photographic accomplishments is given in
Fig. 1. The variations are due to many factors, including the capabili-
ties of available aircraft, reliability of camera equipment, conditions
of weather, distances of targets from station, and other assignments of
photographic aircraft. The areas over which mapping photography has
been flown to date are shown in Fig. 2.

The quality of the field control has risen sharply in the past four
years,and with it, the accuracy of the maps. The modifications in con-
trol techniques responsible for the improvement include:

A. The replacement of low angle sun shots by the measurement of
horizontal angles to high and low altitude daylight stars for astronomic
positions.

B. Increased use of electronic distance-measuring equipment. The
ability to measure base lines accurately with this equipment over long
distances has eliminated errors in taping and strengthened the networks
of control.

C. Use of high-altitude helicopters. These vehicles enable
rapid transportation of field engineers to mountain peaks from which ob-
servations to other peaks can be made, and improve the accuracy of identi-
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fication of the exact summit of a mountain peak.

In 1961-62 two helicopter-supported traverses were executed in the
Transantarctic Mountains. The fst., PO SOUTH, was carried out from
McMurio Station southward to the Beardmore Glacier; the other, TOPO
NORTH, from McMurdo Station northward to Cape Hallett. Base line dis-
tances were measured electronically from peak to peak along the route
of the traverses, while horizontal and vertical angles were determined
to mountain peaks on either side of the traverses.

In 1962-63 the same technique was repeated with TOPO EAST, extend-
ing the TOPO SOUTH traverse from the Beardmore Glacier through the
Queen Maud Range to the Horlick Mountains, where the traverse was termi-
nated. TOPO NORTH was extended from Cape Hallett on the TOPO WEST tra-
verse, westward along the northern Victoria Land coast to the Wilson
Mountains and back southeastward, joining the TOPO NORTH traverse at
Mt. Murchison. The 1961-62 and 1962-63 seasons resulted in the con-
trolling of approximately 180,000 square miles for topographic mapping.

In addition to these operations, topographic engineers have ac-
companied geophysical traverses out of Byrd and McMurdo Stations for
the purpose of locating and determining the elevations of mountain
peaks along the routes. Topographic engineers have served also as
members of geological parties in the Heritage Range of the Ellsworth
Mountains, in the Neptune and the Patuxent Ranges of the Pensacola
Mountains, and in the Thiel Mountains.

Status of Topographic Mapping

Thirteen 1:250,000-scale topographic maps have been published so
far by the USGS. The Mt. Galla, Mt. Hampton and Mt. Sid-ley maps cover
the Executive Committee Range in Marie Byrd Land.; the Newcomer Glacier,
Vinson Massif and Nimitz Glacier maps cover the Sentinel Range of the
Ellsworth Mountains; and the Pagano Nunataks, Thiel Mountains, Stewart
Hills, Long Hills, Havola Escarpment, Moulton Escarpment and Ohio
Range maps, the eastern portion of the Transantarctic Mountains. Six
topographic maps covering the McMurdo area are almost ready for pub-
lication. Forty-five additional 1:250,000-scale topographic maps in
various stages of preparation cover the Transantarctic Mountains from
1200 W. northwestward along the western edge of the Ross Ice Shelf
and the Ross Sea to Antarctica's northern boundary. (cf. Fig. 2).

Special maps have been prepared of the Skelton Glacier area, the
dry valleys west of McMurdo Sound, and the penguin and skua rookeries
on Seabee Hook near Cape Hallett. A photogranmietrically compiled topo-
graphic map has been made of the penguin rookery at Cape Crozier, as
well as small-scale sketch maps of northern Victoria Land, the Pensa-
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cola Mountains, and the Heritage Range of the Ellsworth Mountains. A
large-scale, small contour-interval engineering survey has been made
of the McMurdo Station area. Most of these maps were made for spe-
cial purposes and have not been published. However, copies in limit-
ed quantities can be ordered.

Current U. S. maps of the Continent include those of the Naval
Oceanographic Office, the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center,
the National Geographic Society and the American Geographical Society.
The latter, at a scale of 1:5,000,000, was prepared from a base at a
scale of 1.: 3,000,000, and is kept current as new information becomes
available.

The USGS has compiled a 1:10,000,000-scale map of Antarctica
and the surrounding area, making use of available data on bathymetry
and sub-ice topography. Paper copies of these maps have been print-
ed, and an experimental two-layer plastic relief model has been pro-
duced in limited quantity. The model consists of two preprinted
plastic sheets, each molded to fit a master relief model, that fit
in register with each other. The lower model represents the sub-
marine floor, the ground surface beneath the ice, and. all ice-free
terrain above sea level. The upper model.., which is removable and
transDarent, represents the ocean surface, the surface O± the ant-
arct.L C i. cc ).dS 5 and al]. :1. cc -freE.. terrain nDO'Te sea 1l.cv
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Eleven maps at 1:500,000 scale have been produced by the USGS
from aerial photographs obtained by the l96-i-8 Navy Ilighjump and.
Windmill expeditions. They cover 'portions of the coast of East Ant-
arcti en from 52030 '11, to 13500(.) tE
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the Naval Oceanographic Office, and the Chief Topographic Engineer of the
U.S. Geological Survey, who is Chairman of the group. In 1960, TACAM was
also made advisor to NSF.

TACAM is considered the "haw" group and has kept abreast of new tech-
niques in order to advise on the best means for accomplishing the ant-
arctic mapping program. Unfortunately, the funds and equipment required
to implement the recommendations have not always been available.

In the fall of 1963, TAC.AM appointed a special work group to study
photographic and electronic data-collection systems for antarctic map-

The group was instructed to examine in detail the problems of
gahering source data for mapping and to recommend solutions for con-
sideration by TACAM.

The work group report is expected to be approved shortly by TACAM.

It provides three plans .for data collection systems for antarctic topo-
graphic mapping: an Immediate plan making use of currently available
aircraft and photographic equipment, an Interim plan with recommenda-
tions for additional aircraft and more elaborate photographic and navi-
gational equipment, and a Long Range plan involving sophisticated air-
craft and electronic data-gathering capabilities expected to become avail-
able to the United States by 1965-66. The TACAM recommendations are
expected to be adopted as funds and improved equipment can be made avail-
able.

CPR

The Committee on Polar Research of the National Academy of Sciences
advises on broad aspects of the antarctic research program. Prior to
the initiation of the current program, it provided strong support for a
mapping program in Antarctica. The Panel on Geodesy and Cartography of
the CPR is composed of W. A. Heiskanen of Ohio State University; 0. M.
Miller of the American Geographical Society; William Mussetter who re-
cently retired from the Army Map Service; C. A. Whitten of the U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey; and G. D. Whitmore of the U.S. Geological
Survey, who is Chairman of the Panel.

In the preparation of antarctic maps, the recommendations of the
Working Group on Geodesy and Cartography of SCAR have been followed by
most countries. Since the August 1961 Plan was prepared, the following
additional recommendations have been made by the SCAR Working Group:

A. That all antarctic maps carry a reliability diagram and history
panel, and that future editions of the map catalogue include a brief de-
scription of the base material used in map compilation.

rai
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B. That all one-sheet maps of Antarctica be prepared with the Green-
wich meridian pointing vertically toward the top of the map sheet.

C. That the United Nations Cartographic Office be informed of the
map symbols adopted by SCAR and be asked to ensure that the symbols used
on the 1:1,000,000 scale international Map of the World conform to these
in respect to antarctic areas.

As a result of the recommendations of the SCAR Working Group, a set
of standard symbols proposed by member nations for use in antarctic topo-
graphic maps has been approved and published by SCAR. The U.N. Technical
Conference on the International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale

held in Bonn, Germany, in August 1962, adopted iMW specifications
which included the following statement: "In polar or similar regions, and
particularly within the area covered by the Antarctic Treaty, i.e. south
of 60 degrees South Latitude, symbols and content should conform to the
specifications of the Special Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR)." In
1961, the Secretary of the Working Group published on behalf of SCAR a
"Catalogue of Topographic Maps, Aeronautical Charts and Hydrographic
Charts of the Antarctic" produced by member nations. The Catalogue is
kept up to date by periodic amendment lists and revised editions. A new
catalogue was published early in 196+.

Mapping Plan for West Antarctica, 1:250,000 Scale

This revised plan provides for the completion of the mapping of the
area of West Antarctica between approximately 10 0 W. and 1580 B., based
on presently available capabilities. Naturally the plan would be modi-
fied if these capabilities were to improve. Figs. 3 and 4 indicate pri-
ority areas for which neither adequate photography nor maps exist or in
which there is a question as to the adequacy of existing maps.

Generally speaking, the areas are those at the greatest distance
from present U.S. stations and therefore the most difficult to accomplish.
They include portions of the coast line inaccessible by ships and hereto-
fore impossible to delineate accurately. Present locations shown on maps
may be in error by tens of miles.

The maps will be compiled by the USGS and the manuscript material
will be made available prior to publication whenever such need is justi-
fied.	The proposed plan envisions the completion of the optical aerial
photography for the 1:250,000-scale mapping in West Antarctica. The un-
certainties of weather and other indeterminate variables, such as the
amount of time that will be available for C- 130 photographic flights,
make it impossible to foresee how much photography can be accomplished
in any season. The present plan includes 818,000 square miles of area
to be photographed: 198,000 square miles in 1964-65, 150,000 square
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miles in 1965-66, 254,000 square miles in 1966-61 and. 216,000 square miles
in 1967-68. As in the 1961 Plan, areas which are not photographed in a
planned season will be reprogrammed for the following season.

It should be noted that the areas programmed for photography will
probably not conform in square miles to the areas to be mapped. This is
especially true in unexplored areas, where the area actually mapped may
be only a small fraction of that shown in the plan.

The 19636 14 capability for obtaining trimetrogon photography for
mapping consisted of a camera installation in the C-121J. At present
this aircraft is used primarily as a personnel carrier with aerial photo-
graphy as its secondary mission. Because of the danger associated with
an emergency landing by this wheeled aircraft, its range has been re-
stricted to within 700 miles from McJYbrdo Station. A ski-equipped LC-
130F cargo plane is now being equipped with a tricamera installation, and
it is hoped that it can obtain the urgently needed photography of the Un-
mapped areas distant from McMurdo.

Whenever possible the helicopter-supported traverses, conducted so
successfully on the TOPO NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, and WEST operations, will
be employed. A recent innovation developed by the USGS called "Airborne
Control" (ABC) system, which is being used successfully in Alaska and
Australia, will probably be adopted for use in the Antarctic. It in-
volves the modification of a helicopter to include an electronic re-
ceiver or reflector. The helicopter, with a flashing beacon to improve
visibility, hovers between widely separated ground observers and is ob-
served by them, serving as a vertical extension of a marked point on
the ground. This technique shows exceptional promise over areas in Ant-
arctica where peaks are not intervisible and it is essential to provide
.a geodetic tie between them. The .Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
coastal areas and the mountainous areas inland from the coasts may well
lend themselves to the application of such a technique.

The office preparation of maps will be carried out by extending
the control by mechanical and graphical methods, after which the informa-
tion from the photographs can be adjusted to the control network. Eleva-
tions for supplemental points are computed from angular measurements made
on the oblique photographs, and ground distances are scaled from the map
base. Contours on the planimetric map are sketched after stereoscopic
inspection of the photography.

Annual Programs

The 1964-65 Summer
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Control
Control operations by topographic engineers will consist of

a survey of the group of peaks west of David. Glacier at about
15 030' S. 160000? E. UH-1B helicopters will be needed for this
operation requiring about three days.

A helicopter-supported control party will make a horizontal
tie between the TOPO WEST survey line and Hallett Station to
strengthen the existing control in the area.

Aerial Photography
The priority areas for mapping-quality aerial photography

are the Pensacola Mountains and the Heritage Range of the Ells-
worth Mountains. The remainder of the required flight lines in
the Queen Maud Range, northern Victoria Land and the Balleny
Islands should be completed to permit the mapping of these
areas to continue. In preparation for the geologic, biologic
and geodetic operations with helicopters in 1965-66, aerial
photography is needed of the mountain and coastal areas of Marie
Byrd Land from 160 0 W. to 105 W., including Edward VII Penin-
sula with the Rockfeller Mountains, the Edsel Ford Range, the
Hobbs Coast and the Hal Flood Range, and Mt. Siple and the
coastal area south of it. There is considerable doubt as to the
shape of the shoreline along the 250-mile long Getz Ice Shelf
south of Mt. Siple. Included are also the Martin Peninsula,
Bear Island, the Kohler Range, Mts. Takahe, Toney:and Crary and
the Walgreen Coast east to 105 0 W.

Map Compilation
During 'the year it is expected that the six sheets at

1:250 1 000 scale comprising the McMurdo project will be pub-
lished. In addition, the six quadrangles of the Britannia
Range and the eight maps of the Queen Alexandra Range, also at
1:250,000 scale, will be completed and possibly published dur-
ing this period. Work on the Queen Maud Range and Victoria
Land areas will continue with all thirty-one quadrangles in
various stages of progress. Compilation of maps of the
Heritage Range will be initiated. Also, a special large-scale
planimetric map of the central Pensacola Mountains will be
compiled using existing photography.

The 1965-66 Summer

Control
A helicopter-lifted party with electronic distance-measur-

ing devices will operate in the Marie Byrd Land coastal area be-
tween 1600 W. and 105 W. establishing control for mapping along

13



the coast and on the mountain tops in this area Control
points in the Executive Committee Range will be tied to the
network to be established. In addition, topographic engi-
neers will accompany the USGS geological party to the Pensa-
cola Mountains to establish the position and elevation of
critical points for mapping control.

Aerial Photography
Photographic coverage for mapping is planned for one of

the least known areas of the Antarctic, the Bellingshausen
Sea coast. The sea ice has prevented ships from approaching
it, and the only aircraft flight to the area was made in
1960-61 in support of the Ellsworth Land Traverse. Included
in this season's photographic requirements will be an exten-
sion of the Walgreen Coast area, Thurston Island, the Eights
Coast, the Jones Mountains and the George Bryan Coast east-
ward to 800 W. Also, during this season, aerial photography
will be obtained of the Shackleton Range between the Pensa-
cola Mountains and northern Coats Land where exploratory
flights along 110 W. have indicated the possibility of new
mountain ranges. Roosevelt Island in the Ross Ice Shelf will
be photographed.

Map Compilation
Compilation will continue on the 1:250,000 scale maps of

northern Victoria Land and the Queen Maud Range. Work at the
same scale on the Heritage Range maps will be under way, and
that on the Pensacola Mountains maps will be started as soon
as the control from the field can be adjusted.

The 1966-61 Summer

Control
till-lB helicopters will operate in the coastal areas of

the Bellingshausen Sea transporting topographic engineers to
positions which can be identified on photographs and later
used as control for mapping. It is expected that a control
party will be active in southern Coats Land if it proves
that unmapped mountains exit there.

Aerial Photography
The 1966-61 aerial photography efforts should be con-

centrated on the Antarctic Peninsula south of 680
Alexander Island, George VI Sound, and the area west of the
Filchner Ice Shelf to join the existing photography of the
Sentinel Range. Included will be the Joerg Plateau and
Lowell Thomas Mountains. New aerial photographic coverage

lii-



over Alexander Island and Palmer Land will provide the basis
for producing maps of this area if they are needed. This
photography would also permit the western boundary of
Filchner Ice Shelf to be fixed, as well as the ice shelf
boundary adjacent to the Sentinel Range. The nunatak area
northeast of Eights Station will be photographed to permit
a study of these units and to compile maps showing their
location.

Map Compilation
It is expected that a number of the Queen Maud Range

and northern Victoria Land maps will be published at
1:250,000 scale. Compilation on the Bellingshausen Sea
coastal area can proceed as soon as the control from the
field has been adjusted. Maps of the Marie Byrd Land coast
should be in an advanced stage of compilation.

The 196 1-68 Summer
Control

The control established by the United Kingdom parties
along George VI Sound and in the mountains of Palmer Land
will be extended over Alexander Island and into the moun-
tainous areas west of the Filchner Ice Shelf. It is
assumed that 1311-1B helicopters will be used for transporta-
tion. Elevations from the southwest part of Filchner Ice
Shelf to Eights Statioi would be helpful in understanding
the geography of this area of the Continent and the pattern
of ice flow.

Aerial Photography
Photographic capabilities for this season should be

directed toward the coast line and mountainous areas of
northern Coats Land eastward to the limits of the mountains
as the elevation of the plateau is reached. The outline of
Berkner Island should be confirmed by photographic coverage.
The area southwest of the Island rises in altitude and
should be photographed so that an outline of this feature
may be determined. The photographic coverage should be ex-
tended to include the south edge of the Filchner Ice Shelf
between the Heritage Range and Pensacola Mountains.

Th.
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Map Compilation
Most of the 1:250 1 000-scale topographic maps of the

Transantarctic Mountains should be completed or very nearly
completed. Also published should be the Pensacola Mountains
and Heritage Range maps. In progress will be maps of the
coasts of Marie Byrd Land and the Bellingshausen Sea.
Areas in the southern Antarctic Peninsula and southern Coats
Land, where existing mapping is inadequate, will be initiated.

The 1968-69 Summer

Control
It is expected that the activities this season will be

devoted to the movement of control parties to widely sepa-
rated areas in northern Coats Land, Berkner Island and along
the east edge of the Ross Ice Shelf. Important photo-identi-
fiable features will be fixed astronomically.

Aerial Photography
The season should be devoted to the completion of areas

not previously photographed and those where more detailed
coverage is desirable.

Map Compilation
The 1:2501000-scale topographic maps in Marie Byrd Land

should be almost completed with the Bellingshausen Sea
coastal maps and maps in and south of Palmer Land, well ad-
vanced. Where previous maps of northern Coats Land are
shown to be unsatisfactory from examination of aerial photo-
graphy, new compilation will be initiated.

Mapping Plan for West Antarctica and East Antarctica, 1:1,000,000 Scale

In order to provide data for the 1:1,000,000 series of maps, areas
in West Antarctica not appropriate for coverage by optical photography
should be overflown by aircraft equipped for the collection of basic
data, including profile elevations of the surface and the location and
extent of significant ice or snow irregularities or relief features
present. It is possible that satellites may be equipped for obtaining
such data.

Control
Vertical control for the 1:1,000,000 series of maps will

be obtained by means of an airborne profile recorder provid-
ing a profile of elevations beneath the aircraft. If the
flight lines are flown at a 48-mile-intervals, the resultant
profiles at 1:1,000,000-scale will be three inches apart,
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which should be adequate for the contour interval to be used
at this scale. Horizontal control will be accomplished by
electronic navigational equipment such as RADAN. Additional
evidence in the form of images of already positioned moun-
tain peaks, existing stations and equipment, such as dumps
of oil drums whose positions can be determined from the tra-
verse data, will be helpful. It may be desirable to use
light planes to put out a limited number of radar reflectors
with positions established by an observing party.

Radar or Related Types of Photography
Advances in the resolution of side-looking radar appear

to offer promising possibilities as a means of locating nuna-
taks or other relief features and of defining the location
and extent of significant ice or snow irregularities. Such
a system, since it could operate independently of the weather,
would make it possible for the aircraft to cover substantial
areas without the necessity of waiting for cloudless days.
Studies have been conducted to determine the type and model
of equipment which should be installed in the aircraft to
obtain the basic data for this part of the mapping program.

Since the U.S. scientific effort is being concentrated
in West Antarctica, the capacity for obtaining radar coverage
will be directed to this area before covering the plateau of
East Antarctica. Flights overlapping the areas flown with
optical photography are desirable to insure complete coverage
and provide ties with established control on prominent fea-
tures.

Several alternatives in the execution of the flight lines
to obtain radar photography in East Antarctica are possible.
Consideration should be given to flights from McMurdo to other
countries' stations on the coast of the Indian Ocean, where
supplies of fuel could be positioned by ship during the pre-
ceding season.

The conduct of an aerial survey along these lines has
several advantages. Control would be available at the be-
ginning and end of the flight with a minimum of duplicate
effort, and this survey would be an opportunity to empha-
size the cooperative effort of a mapping program through the
use of base facilities of other nations. The results in the
form of raw data or finished maps would naturally be made
available to other nations.
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Map Compilation
The 1:250,000-scale mapping prepared from optical photo-

graphy and other maps and charts of adequate quality will be
used in the preparation of the series of 1:1,000,000-scale
maps to cover the entire Continent. Although the area re-
quiring original compilation from radar or similar photo-
graphy will cover over two-thirds of the Continent, the cost
and time required for comilation of this area is expected to
be substantially less than that of the optically photographed
area because of the small scale of the basic material and the
form in which the data are obtained. Approximately 70 maps
at 1:1,000,000-scale will be required to cover the Continent.

**********

BIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM PUBLISHED

The proceedings of the Symposium on Antarctic Biology, held in Paris
in September 1962, have been published under the title Biologie antarcti-

Antarctic biology. In English and French, the illustrated 752-p...
cloth-bound volume contains 57* papers and 12 discussions, of which 18
papers are by U.S. scientists. The subjects covered include the history
and organization of antarctic biological research, environmental charac-
teristics, microbiology, biogeography and ecology of the marine and
terrestrial fauna and flora, productivity, population, physiology, and
conservation.

Edited by R. Carrick, M. Holdgate, and J. Prevost, the volume in-
cludes a list of the some 100 participants at the Symposium together with
their affiliation and addresses; an index to the species discussed in the
text; and an index to place names with coordinates.

* Note: Papers originally submitted but not read at the Symposium are
excluded from the published proceedings. Advance abstracts of
most of the papers submitted were listed in SCAR Bulletins No.
12 and 13, pub. in Polar Record, Vol. 11, Nos. 72 (Sept. 1962)
and 73 (Jan. 1967, P . 315343, 499506.



Biologie antarctique may be ordered at 54 francs a copy from the
publisher: Hermann, 115 Boulevard Saint-Germain,, Paris 6, France.

NEW ANTARCTIC INSTITUTE ESTABLISHED

The Chilean Antarctic Institute (INACH) has now been officially
established, with Vice Admiral Jorge Araos Salinas as its Secretary
General. The Institute will plan, direct, and coordinate Chile's scien-
tific and technical efforts in Antarctica with logistic support from the
Armed Forces.

Directed by a council of representatives from private and public
organizations, the Institute will enjoy autonomy in research matters
while remaining legally and administratively under the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, its President being the Chief of the Office of Frontiers
of this Ministry. The General Secretariat consists of three departments:
Science, under Peter Welkner; Technology, under Alejandro Forch; and
Information and Dissemination, under Douglas Gordon-Orr.

Relying primarily on university organizations, the Institute is to
carry out research in the Antarctic Peninsula according to a 25-year
plan and several 5-year plans. The establishment of a new Chilean sta-
tion south of 650 S. is contemplated in the Antarctic Peninsula during
the first 5-year plan, 1965-69.

The address of the Institute is Morand4 71, Primer piso, Correo 8,
Santiago, Chile.
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PUBLICATIONS

The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic
Programs during June pertain to work supported in whole or in part
by the National Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program:

ADLER, RON K. H., Ohio State U. (U. of Michigan grant) Some
photograirimetric and geodetic aspects of glacier surface
movement as function of time. (Journal of glaciology,
June 1964, vol. 5, no. 38, p. 229-234.)

ANTARCTIC RESEARCH SERIES, vol. 1, Biology of the antarctic
seas. Washington, D.C., American Geophysical Union,
1964. 186 p.

BANDY, ORVILLE L., and RONALD J. ECHOLS, U. of Southern Cali-
fornia. Antarctic foraminiferal zonation. (Antarctic
Research Series, vol. 1. Biology of the antarctic seas,
19611., P. 13-91.)

BEHRENDT, JOHN C., Wisconsin U. Crustal geology of Ellsworth
Land and the southern Antarctic Peninsula from gravity
and magnetic anomalies. (Journal of geophysical research,
May 15, 1964. vol. 69, no. 10, p. 2041-2063.)

BEKRENDT, JOHN C., Wisconsin U. Distribution of narrow-width
magnetic anomalies in Antarctica. (Science, May 22, 1964.
vol. 111.11., no. 3621, P. 9939911..)

BUNT, J. S., U. of Sydney. The phytoplankton and marine pro-
ductivity in some inshore waters in Antarctica. (In:
Biologie antarctique, Paris, Hermann, 1964, P . 301-309.)

BUNT, J. S., U. of Sydney. Primary productivity under sea ice
in antarctic waters: 1, Concentrations and photosynthetic
activities of mi:croalgae in the waters of McMurdo Sound,
Antarctica. (Antarctic Research Series, vol. 1. Biology
of the antarctic seas, 19611., p. 13-26.)

BUNT, J. S., U. of Sydney. Primary productivity under sea ice
in antarctic waters: 2, Influence of light and other
factors on photosynthetic activities of antarctic marine
microalgae. (Antarctic Research Series, vol. 1. Biology
of the antarctic seas, 1964, p. 21-31.)



CHIVERS, H. J. A. and J. K. HARGREAVES, National Bureau of Standards.
Ionospheric absorption in conjugate regions and possible
oscillation of the exosphere. (Nature, London, May 30, 1964.
v. 202, no. 4935, p. 891-93.)

CROZAZ, G., E. PICCIOTTO and W. De BREtJCK, Universt Libre de
Bruxelles. Antarctic snow chronology with Pb°. (Journal
of geophysical research, June 15, 1964. vol. 69, no. 12,
p. 2591_2604.)

DODGE, C. W., Washington U. Ecology and geographical distribu-
tion of antarctic lichens. (In: Biologie antarcticiue,
Paris, Hermann, 1964, p. 165-171.)

DOUGLAS D. S., Duke U. Extra-renal salt excretion in the
Adlie penguin chick. (In: Biologie antarctique, Paris,
Herinann, 1964, p. 503-50)

EL-SAYED, SAYED Z. et al, Texas A&M U. Primary organic pro-
duction in the Drake Passage and Bransfield Strait. (Ant-
arctic Research Series, vol. 1. Biology of the antarctic
seas, 1964, P. 1-11.) Other authors: E. F. Mandelli and
Y. Sugimura.

GOLDMAN, C. R., U. of California. Primary productivity studies
in antarctic lakes. (In: Biologie antarctique, Paris,
Hermann, 1964, p. 291-299.)

GRESSITT, J. L., Bishop Museum. Ecology and biogeography of
land arthropods in Antarctica. (In: Biologie antarctique,
Paris, Hermann, 1964, p. 211-222.7

HANSON, KIRBY J. and H. J. VIEIBROCK, U.S. Weather Bureau.
Albedo measurements over the northeastern United States.
(Monthly weather review, May 1964. vol. 92, no. 5,
p. 223-234.)

HELLIWELL, R. A., et al, Stanford U. Artificially stimulated
very-low-frequency radiation from the ionosphere.
(Journal of geophysical research, June 1, 1964. vol. 69,
no. 11, p. 2391-2394.) Other authors: J. Katsufrakis,
M. Trimpi, and N. Brice.

JONES, T. 0., National Science Foundation. The organization of
antarctic biological research by the United States of
America. (In: Biologie antarctique, Paris, Hermann, 1964,
P . 53-57.)
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LITTLEPAGE, J. L., Stanford U. Seasonal variation in lipid
content of two antarctic marine crustacea. (In: Bio-
logie antarctique, Paris, Hermann, 1964, p.

MCWHINNIE, M. A., De Paul U. Temperature responses and
tissue respiration in antarctic crustacea with particu-
lar reference to the krill Euphausia superba. (Ant-
arctic Research Series, vol. 1, Biology of the antarctic
seas, 1964, p. 63-12.)

MENZIES, ROBERT J., Duke U. Improved techniques for benthic
trawling at depths greater than 2000 meters. (Antarctic
Research Series, vol. 1, Biology of the antarctic seas,
1964, P. 93-109.)

PAPENF[JSS, GEORGE F., U. of California. Catalogue and bibli-
ography of antarctic and subantarctic benthic marine algae.
(Antarctic Research Series, vol. 1, Biology of the ant-
arctic seas, 1964, p.	-i7.)

PAPENFtJSS, GEORGE F., U. of California 4 Problems in the tax-
onomy and geographical distribution of antarctic marine
algae. (In: Biologie antarctique, Paris, Hermann,
1964, p. 155-160.)

PENNEY, R. L., Wisconsin U. The Adlie penguin's faithfulness
to territory and mate. (In: Biologie antarctique, Paris,
Hermann, 1964, p. 401_11.06

*PIERCE, ALLAN D., AVCO Corp. Magnetohydrodynamic waves in the
upper atmosphere. Wilmington, Mass., June 1964. 46 p.
(Antarctic research and data analysis, Scientific report
no. 15.)

REID, JOHN R., U. of North Dakota (Mount Union College grant.)
Structural glaciology of an ice layer in a firn fold,
Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica: Ice grain analysis.
(Journal of glaciology, June 1964. vol. 5, no. 38, p.
191-205.)

RONCA, L. B., U. of Kansas. Minimum length of time of frigid
conditions in Antarctica as determined by thermolumi-
nescence. (American journal of science, June 1964. vol.
262, no. 6, P. 161-181.)

ROTJRKE, GERALD F., AVCO Corp. Magnetic quiet day relation-
ships. (Nature, London, May 30, 1964. vol. 202, no. 4935,
p.891.)
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SLADEN, W. J. L., Johns Hopkins U. Upper respiratory staphy-
lococci and streptococci in antarctic communities. (In:
Biologie antarctique, Paris, Hermann, 1964, P. 101-117.)

SLADEN, W. J. L., Johns Hopkins U. The distribution of the
Ad?lie and Chinstrap penguins. (In: Biologic antarcti -
que, Paris, Hermann, 1964, P . 3597365.)

TICILL, W. L. N., Johns Hopkins U. Feeding preferences of
the albatrosses Diomedea melanophris and D. chrysostoina
at South Georgia. (In: Biologie antarctique, Paris,
Hermann, 1964, P . 383-381.)

TRESSLR, W. L., U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office. Marine
bottom productivity at McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. (In:
Biologie antarctique, Paris, Hermann, 1964, P. 323-31.)

UGOLINI, F. C., Rutgers U. Pedological investigation in the
lower Wright Valley, Antarctica. (International Con-
ference on permafrost, Layfayette, Indiana, November 11-
15, 1963. 19 p.)

WOHLSCHLAG, DONALD E., Stanford U. Respiratory metabolism
and growth of some antarctic fishes. (In: Biologie ant-
arcticjue, Paris, Hermann, 1964, p. 489-502.)

WOHLSCHLAG, DONALD E., Stanford U. Respiratory metabolism
and ecological characteristics of some fishes in McMurdo
Sound, Antarctica. (Antarctic Research Series, vol. 1,
Biology of the antarctic seas, 1964, p. 33-62.)

* Copies may be ordered from the Office of Technical Services,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C., 20230.
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FIELD REPORT NO. 66 FOR JUNE 1964

NOTE: In general, material included in the Field
Report is summarized from regular reports by per-
sonnel of Federal agencies, universities and in-
stitutions carrying out scientific research in'!the
Antarctic under National Science Foundation grants
and with logistic support by the U.S. Navy. In
order to ensure that the work of the individual
scientists and their institutions is clearly under-
stood, it is requested that prior to using any of
this material for public dissemination, such use
be discussed with the Office of Antarctic Programs
in the National Science Foundation or with the
originators of the research as named.

GENERAL

Byrd Station: Walls and wiring of summer-personnel offices in
Building 17 were finished and work begun on the paneling of the library.
High winds throughout the month interferred with conmiunications and some
of the scientific activities.

Eights Station: Strong winds continued to pile up snow in the sta-
tion area and the drifts on the roof are now five feet deep. Melting
snow continued to leak into the galley and a slight bulge developed in
the galley roof. The l-,- M./s. ham band was closed to traffic but the

7 Mc./s. band remained open.
USNS Eltanin: The vessel's position was 47027' S. 169025' W. on

July 31 as she headed for Wellington, New Zealand, and the end of
Cruise 13. Severe midwinter storms slowed the Eltanin's progress but
did not affect the science programs appreciably.

Hallett Station: High winds caused some damage to the VLF antenna
system.

McMurdo Station: Vehicle maintenance and spare parts inventory
continued. On the 26th a Navy plane landed for the purpose of eva.eua-
ting an injured member of the station complement to New Zealand.

South Pole Station: Difficulties with the focusing mechanism of
the amateur telescope prevented observation of the lunar eclipse.
This problem has now been solved and the viewing is excellent during
clear weather.
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BIOLOGY

McMurdo Station

Biolab, Stanford University: A wire enclosure was built for
oceanographic and limnological gear and an inventory was started.

Stanford University: Reverse temperature series on Trema-
toinus bernacchii and T. centronotus were nearly completed. A new ice-
hole fishing station was established l/ )-i- mi. from the station above a
water depth of 45 m -

METEOROLOGY

Byrd Station

U.S. Weather Bureau: June was characterized by low tempera-
tures and persistent strong winds with gusts to 84 mph., greatly ham-
pering the release of weather balloons. The average wind speed for
the month, 28.5 mph., erased the old record of 26.1 mph. set in 1962.
The pre-launch treatment of balloons with oil continues with apparent
success, the average burst altitude being 28,152 m. On the 29th a
radioiuetersonde was tracked to 40,914 m. height.

Eights Station

U.S. Weather Bureau: Features of the month included the
highest sea-level pressure and greatest precipitation on record. A
storm prevailed during the 5th-7th; rime fog during the 8th-lath
caused heavy ice accumulation on the aerovane wind impeller blades.
A warm advection trend began on the 11th, during which the tempera-
ture rose from -320F. to +120F. The pressure became unsteady as a
series of sudden squalls accompanied by strong gusts and frequent
wind shifts set in, followed by heavy snowfall. As the warn' air pre-
vailed, a sudden wind surge to 20-42 mph. set in at 1105 GMT on the
13th with rapidly falling pressure. It was followed by a secondary
surge at 1906 GMT as pressure again became unsteady; at 2222 GMT a
gust of 67 mph. was measured from 0300 true North.

A frontal passage took place on the 24th at 1820 GMT with
unsteady pressure and pressure ripples occurring during sharp, brief
squalls on the 25th. On the 26th a storm moved in from the North
accompanied by spectacular cloud formations appearing in the sequence
haloed cirrostratus + altocumulus - stratus. Wet snow began to fall
at 1410 G]'fl1. The atmospheric-electricity recorder registered oscilla-
tions between +1-2 kV./m. and -1 kV./m.
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A new series of comparative measurements between the aneroid
and. mercury barometers following cleaning and refilling of one of the
latter ones on the 12th, showed an average error of 3 mb. in the
aneroid barometer.

The average snow accumulation as measured on 49 stakes was
+13 cm. (+5.1 in.). The rising snow level necessitated relocation of
the atmospheric electricity probe. The Mast ozone meter was also
moved temporarily to a previously prepared stand on the aurora tower,
but was returned to the pibal dome at the end of month because of
contamination.

McMurdo Station

U.S. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations,
see SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.)

South Pole Station

U.S. Weather Bureau: A new record for high pressure, 21.085
in., was set on the 23rd, replacing the previous record of 21.060 in.,
set on May 21, 1957 . Snow accumulation as measured on 50 stakes was

cm. (o.61 in.) Radiosondes were flown in support of the special
mercy flight to McMurdo.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd. Station

Coast & Geodetic Survey: No problems were reported in the
operation of the seismograph equipment.

South Pole Station

Coast & Geodetic Survey: Operations were normal. The old
seismograph was packed for shipment to the United States.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS

Byrd Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America:
Shutter and governor trouble in the 16 mm. all-sky camera caused the
loss of 10 days of data. The driving cams of the 35 mm. camera had a
tendency to jam and the spectrograph malfunctioned also, with result-
ant loss of 12 hours of data.
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Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards: Operations were
normal up to the 26th when 10-knot winds damaged the McMurdo antenna, re-
sulting in intermittent arcing. By the 29th the noise generated by the
arcing was interfering with other programs and the 180-ft. mast was
ascended for the purpose of tightening a nut on the directive antenna.
On the 28th a power failure caused the loss of another final tube in the
Pole transmitter. Only one spare tube remains and the spare transmitter
is being modified to accept locally available tubes.

Geomagnetism, Coast & Geodetic Survey: Fourteen sets of abso-
lute measurements gave the following monthly means:

declination	70027-01
horizontal field	16,306 g.
vertical field	51,816 g.

SSC's were recorded on the 11th at 0309, on the 13th at 0311, on the
14th at 0345, and on the 20th at 0221 GMT.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: High
winds caused the loss of some riometer data as did the faulty McMurdo
forward scatter antenna.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: Some long-
standing difficulties in the mixer seem to have been cured and the trans-
mitting power has been increased. The wave form of the minimum frequen-
cies remains excellent and the minima average somewhat lower. The fre-
quency marker developed difficulties early in the month but little data
was lost since the frequency at which ground pulse interruption takes
place is accurately known. Intermittent synchronizing problems in the
pulse generator render calibration of height marks difficult.

Due largely to blanketing (42%) and absorption (3)-i-%), foF2
values were determined only 16% of the time; spread E accounted for an-
other 1% of the missing values and equipment problems, i% . Sporadic E,
present 81% of the time, was mostly of the A and R types, occasionally
D and sometimes C. The maximum median value of foF2, 2 -5 Mc -/ s

-occurred at 1100, 1800, and 2000 local time; the minimum median value,
1.0 Mc./s., at 0600 unqualified. From 0500 to 1600 local time foF2 was
never less than 1.0 Mc./s. nor greater than 1.2 Mc./s.

Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: High winds
interfered' to some extent with the micropulsation records; toward the
end of the month, the ionosounder sweeps were becoming evident on the
charts.
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VLF-ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory: The
equipment worked well except for a few timing errors. WWV reception was
greatly improved by the installation of a 40-ft. vertical tunable an -
tenna. There were several coincidences of geophysical phenomena, e.g.,
at 110310 simultaneous changes were observed on 1/IF hiss, micropulsa-
tions, the magnetometer and the 18.6 Kc./s. transmitter amplitude and
relative phase. Deep fading was often observed on 18.6 Kc./s. in con-
junction with rapidly changing phase values. There was considerable
chorus activity, peaking at 1600 GMT, during June 8-15. Hiss peaked at
0300 GMT.

Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: Repairs were
completed on the power supply meter circuit, the programmer clock, and
the high frequency detector in the A rack. Recent operations are en-
couraging,Dut there is still considerable work to be done on the B rack
before operations become routine.

Eights Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America:
Aurora was present on the 10th and possibly also on the 28th. The
patrol spectrograph was out for servicing from the 14th to the 20th, and
the all-sky camera from the 16th through the 21st. The turret photo-
meter was run on the 8th, 10th, and 28th. A scanning photometer built
around a photo-multiplier unit, an amplifier, and an E-A chart recorder,
is being tested.

Geomagnetism, Coast & Geodetic Survey: The month was general-
ly quiet, with a mean daily K-index of 12.7. Envelope-type events were
recorded on the 22nd and 28th and an SSC on the 10th at 0152 GMT. The
rapid-run normal vertical variometers were releveled on the 14th and
15th. Eighteen sets of absolute measurements resulted in the following
means:

declination	32°39.)4-t
horizontal field	21,067 g.
vertical field
	

48,369 g.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Some 20
hours of VLF tapes and riometer records were lost due to a failure in
the frequency standard, as were 24 hours of hiss film (on the 20th) due
to the failure of a camera motor. A riometer event of 2.7 db. was re-
corded on the 10th.



VLF and Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: Micro-
pulsations occurred on the 7th in conjunction with visible aurora and a-
gain on the 10th. Smaller disturbances were recorded on the 15th, 16th,
18th, 19th, 22nd, 25th, and 27th, and a very large one on the 28th.
There were no distinct hiss events but strong whistler and chorus acti-
vity recorded on the VLF tape during June 8-12 showed up also on the
hiss film.

Hallett Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America (New
Zealand Observer): A project to build a timing system for the REM

camera was abandoned due to lack of parts.

Cosmic Radiation, University of Maryland (New Zealand Observer):
A few hours of data were contaminated when a temperature control failed.

VLF, Stanford University (New Zealand Observer): Stormy weather
damaged the antenna on the 10th and prohibited repairs for several days.
By the 28th the equipment was ready for testing but the wideband oscilla-
tor turned out to be faulty and had not been recalibrated at the end of
the month.

McMurdo Station

Cosmic Radiation, Bartol Research Foundation: The operation
of the old neutron monitor was discontinued to permit all three channels
of the new super neutron monitor to be placed in operation. The meson
telescope operated normally. An emergency lighting system was installed
in the cosmic ray building.

Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards (Bartol Research
Foundation Observer): The equipment operated normally.

Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft Company: The riometer
equipment operated normally. A new antenna improved the reception of the
WWV time signal.

Radio Propagation, U.S. Army Radio Signal Propagation Agency
(Bartol Research Foundation Observer): The 10 Mc./s. transmitter was
turned off for several days due to a fan bearing failure.

South Pole Station

Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: Aurora,
was seen on 23 days with extremely bright displays continuously present
dnring June 6-13. Zenith forms were observed on 17 days.



Cosmic Radiation, Brtol Research Foundation: On the 28th the
second channel of the meson telescope was placed in operation and all the
equipment is running well.

Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards: The receiver
operated well this month but the signal was obscured by more than usual
sporadic E. During periods of high wind snow static was a problem. In
a preventive measure the turnbuckles on the receiving antenna were dug
out of the snow and wired tight.

Geomagnetism, Coast & Geodetic Survey: The monthly means of
absolute magnetic values were:

r
declination	27O'+o.2,
horizontal fieldl5,9311 g.
vertical field	56,584 g.

Fourteen sets of base line values and one set of horizontal values were
obtained.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The
riometer equipment operated well and attention was directed to repair-
ing the spare 123 riometer. An outside storage area was built.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: The
sounder-generated interference patterns worsened some and made interpre-
tation of low-frequency spread E difficult. Numerical values of foF2,
recorded only 3% of the time, are uncertain. ThoSeiis.8tng are acc,unt-

ed for by 46% type A, Li-Li-% type F, 6% type B, and less than 1% type C.
There were several incidences of badly spread E at or below 1 Mc./s.
The F region was badly spread although usually blanketed between 1000
and 2000 GMT.

VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards Ob-
server): No data were collected and little progress was made toward re-
turning the equipment to operation.

EXCHANGE SCIENTISTS

Alaska physicist, John Jacobs,
June. The forward scatter
e level. A singular form of
the VLF receiver. An all-sky
of the lunar eclipse was only
space has been expanded and

Vostok(U.S.S.R.): The University of
reports low magnetic and VLF activity in
signal remains at about 10 db. above nois
riser was resolved with improved gain of
camera is now in operation. Observation
partially successful. Living and working
the fuel consumption is up 50%.
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SUNIVIARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS - JUNE 1964

Byrd	Eights	McMurdo	South Pole
Station	Station	Station	Station

Temperature, °C.
Average	-31.9	-32.4
Highest	-18.3	- 8.9	-io.6
Lowest	 -52.2	-51.1	-33.5

Station Pressure (Inches)
Average	23.816	- - -	29.41
Highest	24.46	30.593*	30.21
Lowest	23.17	28.685*	28.56

Precipitation (Inches)	0.02	2.39	0.69
Snowfall (Inches)	0.20	28.7	7.0

Wind.
Prevailing Direction	N	S	NE
Average speed (Knots)	24.7	10.0	15.8
Fastest mile (MPH)	73	66	 - - -
Peak gust (Knots)	74	68	 70

Average Sky Cover	5.7	8.1	6.o
No. clear days	10	2	 8
No. partially cloudy	9	5	 9
No. cloudy days	11	23	 13

No. days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile	22	14	 7

No. Radiosondes	2	- - -	27
Avg. height of Radiosondes	26,162	- - -	23,898
No. Ozonesondes	4	- - -	- - -
Avg. height of Ozonesondes	24, 901	- - -	- - -
No. Radiometersondes	17	- - -	- - -
Avg. height of Radiometer-

sondes	24,510	- - -	- - -

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and
are unconfirmed

* Sea-level pressure
** North defined along 00 Greenwich

-53.9
-37.8

20.-i-ll
21.085
19.702

Trace
Trace

N**
16.8
31

2.1
21

6
3

0
3

20,235
14.

16,850
30

19,950
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